
SESSION #1 

WELCOME 

Orientation Re-Entry 

Session Overview 

The Welcome session introduces and sets the tone for the orientation.  In 

this session, Amelie’s letter will be read to outline the key topics for the 

orientation. The facilitator will also review the objectives and agenda. 

Note the following lesson icons throughout the session: 

• - this indicates a take away point that should not be missed 

during the lesson 

� -this indicates a question or idea that can be used to facilitate 
a conversation 

Session Objectives 

Students will be able to …. 

1. Identify the skills they have developed during their exchange 

experience and celebrate how their personal culture has changed. 

2. Recognize that the end of the exchange brings many emotions and 

saying goodbye is difficult.  

3. Make a plan for departure and saying goodbye.  

4.    Be prepared for re-entry to their home countries by examining the re-

entry process and adaptation strategies. 

Participants 
☒  Students 

☐  Natural Parents 

☐  Host Parents 

☐  Host Siblings 

Format 
☐  Highly Active / Interactive 

☐  Some Activity / Interactivity 

☒  Discussion 

☐  Independent 

Duration ~25 minutes 

Group Size Any size 

Minimum Staffing 2 facilitators 

Materials Needed 

• Flipchart or PowerPoint slide with agenda 

• Flipchart or PowerPoint slide with Re-Entry Orientation Objectives 

• Two Flipcharts or PowerPoint slides with the following discussion 

prompts: 

o The BEST Thing About My Exchange Year… or use the New 

Me worksheet prompts from Re Entry session # 2. 

o What concerns me most about going home… 

• PowerPoint slide of Amelie’s letter 

• OPTIONAL: Ball of yarn or small ball for icebreaker 

Preparation 

• Prepare flipcharts/slides with  

o agenda 

o  prompts listed above (these are shared with host families 

in last session) 



 

INTRODUCTION - INCLUDING ICE-BREAKER (10 minutes) 

 
 

1. Greet and welcome students to the Re-Entry Orientation.  Check to be sure all students 

have signed the sign-in sheet. 

 

2. Provide information on logistics, such as location of bathrooms, other rooms or 

classrooms that will be used, and any other details.  

 

3. Read through the agenda so the students are aware of the timeframe for the day. 

 

4. Introduce facilitators and other volunteers.  
 

5. Student Introduction Icebreaker: Choose 1 of the 2 options below, or any other icebreaker 

that gets the students physically moving and allows them to quickly share the best aspect 

of their exchange. 

 

OPTION 1: BALL OF YARN: For this icebreaker, ask students to 

form a circle. The facilitator, holding the end piece of a large ball 

of yarn, gently tosses the ball to someone in the circle. While 

holding the end piece of yarn, the facilitator states his/her name, 

and gives an example of the best thing about the exchange 

experience or use the “New Me” worksheet questions from the 

next session to vary the activity a bit.  If using the ‘Best Thing’ 

theme, another volunteer records students’ ‘Best Thing’ 

responses on a flipchart. While holding the end piece, the ball of 

yarn is then gently tossed to someone else in the circle to state 

their name and state the “best thing about the exchange 

experience” or respond to the statement asked by the volunteer if 

using the “New Me” worksheet questions. Yarn is tossed to 

everyone present. The result is an amazing web, comprised of 

everyone’s contributions and participation.  

 

Facilitator note: This session should start with an upbeat tone and it’s important to be fairly 

quick.  Throughout this orientation, Amelie’s letter will be referenced and discussed. This letter 

is from an actual international exchange student and it outlines some of the key themes related 

to saying goodbye to American friends and family and returning to one’s home country. In this 

first session, introduce Amelie and let students know that her letter is meant to help them think 

deeply about their return home.  

Additionally, there is a handout (Aspects of Goodbye handout) we have added to the end of 

the curriculum for each presenter to read through to give you some information about the 

emotions the students and families may experience during the orientation and prior to the 

departure of the student. 

 

Have extra time? 

Ball of Yarn Discussion 

Idea: 

After the completion of the 

web, ask the students to 

look at the web. The web is 

all connected and 

complete.   

 

Ask: What other 

connections have you 

made? Do you feel that this 

experience in the US is 

completed? Why or why 

not? 



OPTION 2: GROUP JUGGLE: Students form a circle. Facilitator states his/her name, gives 

an example of the best thing about the exchange experience. Another volunteer records 

students’ ‘Best Thing’ responses on a flipchart.  Leader then gently tosses the ball to 

someone else in the circle until the ball is tossed to everyone present.    

 

ACTIVITY# 1: AMELIE’S LETTER (10 minutes) 
 

1. Facilitate a conversation to introduce “Amelie’s letter” using the bullet points as a guide 

(or develop your own): 

• Here is a letter written by a German exchange student after she returned home. 

She lived in the US in 2013. She was a YFU exchange student. 

• She wrote a letter about how she is handling her adjustment back in Germany. 

• We will look at this letter throughout the day.  

 

2. Display the letter on a slide, if possible, and ask a volunteer or a student to read the letter 

out loud. 

  

3. Engage the students in a brief group discussion using the following questions, or develop 

your own using these bullet points as a guide:  

• What surprised you about the letter? 

• How is Amelie feeling? 

• Can you imagine feeling this way? What would make you feel this way and why? 

 

4. Explain that the letter outlines some of the feelings and concerns that students may have 
as they are departing and readjusting to life in their home country.  

 

5. Ask the students to take a moment to think about any concerns that they have about going 

home.  Write these on the flip chart to share with host parents in the last session. 

Tell them that throughout the day, they can write more questions or concerns about going 

home and throughout the day, these will be addressed. 

 

6. Explain the purpose of the orientation by reading through the objectives of the Re-Entry 
Orientation beginning with: 

 

Students will be able to… 

  

• Identify the skills you have developed during your exchange experience and 

celebrate how your personal culture has changed. 

• Recognize that the end of the exchange brings on a lot of emotions and saying 

goodbye is difficult.  

• Make a plan for departure and saying goodbye.  

• Be prepared for re-entry to your home country by examining the re-entry process 

and adaptation strategies 

 



WRAP UP (5 minutes) 
1. Wrap up this session by sharing the agenda (agendas will vary depending on start 

time and selection of activities)  

 

2. Tell the students that this is their last orientation and YFU wants to help them prepare to 

return home, so they need to ask questions and participate in order to make the most of 

the day. 

AMELIE’ S LETTER 
 

Dear Exchange Friends,  

 

When I was about to leave my home country to come to the States, I 

wasn't really scared. Sure, I was pretty excited and maybe a bit nervous, 

but never scared. But, when I had to leave my new found home-country, 

the US, I was scared out of my mind.  

 

When I was leaving the US, I was freaked out with everything changing: 

me having to leave, having to decide which things I was gonna take with 

me, and how to say goodbye to certain people, friends, places and 

habits. You may not be experiencing the same thing. I remember hearing 

about situations and problems related to leaving, but, I was like "Well, 

no, I don't really think I am going through anything like that," and I hope 

you aren't going through any huge problems right now or when you arrive 

home; but realize that it will probably happen. 

 

What I also spent a lot of time thinking about was returning back to my 

German school and how to actualize and share my experiences with 

others so I wouldn't lose them or forget. How do you explain such 

amazing experiences? There were a couple other fears, but all in all, they 

are all summed up in me being scared of not feeling home in my own 

home country and not being able to re-adapt to the culture and people I 

had grown up with. I always like to describe this feeling with "a key 

suddenly not fitting back to its lock anymore". 

 

Also, when you left your first home county you had a certain personality 

and now that you are about to leave the States you realize you have 



changed a lot. You may not feel it now or the first days after your re-

entry, but you will notice as soon as you see yourself changing back to 

the old you. Don't get this wrong: you won't change back completely but 

you definitely have to find a balance. That was something I was really 

worried about too. I liked my new me and I didn't want to go back in time 

again to the old me. 

 

So, now a year later, after exchange, I think I never will stop being 

homesick because I have two homes now and I can't be both places at 

the same time. But I have my own second home, in the US, so I think that 

was totally worth it! My advice to get through your first year back in your 

home country: Don’t take everything back in the US for granted, and 

don't think back about the things you could have done. We all have 

experienced something great and I don't ever want to forget it. To me, it 

still sometimes feels like my time in the US was a dream. But I have 

figured out that I need to use what I have learned, appreciate what I was 

allowed to experience and combine my two lives (my American me and 

my German me). 

 

Good luck! 

Amelie 
 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVES OF YFU RE-ENTRY ORIENTATION 

 
 

1. Identify the skills you have developed during your exchange 
experience and celebrate how your personal culture has 

changed. 

 

2. Recognize that the end of the exchange brings on a lot of 
emotions and saying goodbye is difficult. 

 

3. Make a plan for departure and saying goodbye. 
 

4. Be prepared for re-entry to your home country by examining 
the re-entry process and adaptation strategies. 

 
 


